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A STUDY OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE USAGE IN THE
WICHITA, KANSAS, AREA BUSINESS COMMUNITY
An Abstract of the" Thesis by
Cheryl L. Rogers
For the purpo~e of in~ormationally equipping educational
institutions to prepare students for a future in the business
world, this study was conducted with the intent of
identifying and analyzing the current computer hardware and
software used for word processing, spreadsheet, database, and
?esktop publishing tasks in Wichita, Kansas, selected area
businesses and industries. In addition, this study/ was
' designed to determine the factors the business community
respondents. considered in choosing their computer hardware
;.
and software. Finally, the study was intended to ascertain
survey.
the length of time since computer hardware and software
changes had been made within the responding companies and the
length of time before a future change would be made.
The Business and Industry Technology Survey was used to
evaluate and compare the responses of the Wichita, Kansas,
seleqted area businesses and industries. fA total of 42 out
of 100 of the businesses and industries responded to the
Three ol' the respondents reported they did not
utilize computer hardware or software. Replies to each of
the surve~ questions were tallied and the percent for each
response was calculated.
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The results of this study suggested that in the area of
computer hardware, IBM or IBM compat~ble personal computers
were the choice · of the respondents mainly because of price
and a~ailability pf technical support. Most respondents had
made a change in hardware equipment within the past year and
expected to make future hardware changes within the next year
or two. Respondents predominantly managed their computer
systems by . networking personal computers or utilizing
personal computers as individual units. The dot matrix and
laser printers were the printers of choice, and only a small
f
percent of the respondents--26 percent--utilized laptop or
notebook computers.
The studytfurther indicated that, in regard to computer
software, the choice for word processing tasks was Word
Perfect because of its ease of use and availability of
technical support. For spreadsheet tasks respondents chose
Lotus 1-2-3, also due to its ease of use. Company-developed
programs and Microsoft Works were the preferences for
handling database tasks, and, once again, ease of use was the
t·"
reason for the choice. Desktop publishing was not utilized
by the majority, of :;:- respondents. Software changes had
occurred within the past year, and most respondents were not
certain when they expected to make future software changes.
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Since the introduction by General Electric of the Univac
computer in 1954, business and industry have · been
revolutionized. The Information Age, as this revolution has
been called, has demanded drastic change in not only iT-he
office environment, but also the skills of employe~s.
Corresponding~y,' secondary and post-secondary institutions
,
have had to adapt to a.ddress these demands. Typewriting
classes have been replaced with keyboarding on computers,
filing has been automated on databases, and accounting
worksheets have been enhanced by electronic spreadsheets. As
they prepare individuals completing educational programs for
employment, these institutions must constantly be aware of
the current technological requirements. i').~ Therefore, it
becomes necessary to analyze the hardware equipment and
software programs be&ng used by business and industry and to
identify, for educational institutions, what technology needs
to be taught to meet these requirements.
Statement of the Problem
This study attempted to identify and analyze the current
computer hardware and software used for word processing,
sprea<?-sheet, ~ database, and desktop publishing tasks in
Wichita, Kansas, selected area businesses and industries.
Research Questions to be Addressed
1. What hardware equipment is used by the Wichita, Kansas,
area business community for word processing,
spreadsheet, database, and desktop' publishing tasks?
I
2. What software programs are used by the Wichita, Kapsas,
area business community for word processing,
spread~heet, datab~se, and des~top publishing tasks?
3. Do businesses in the Wichita, Kansas, area utilize
laptop computers?
4. What reasons do the business community respondents give
for choosing the hardware and/or software that they
possess?
5. How long has it been ' since a change of hardware or
f;-
software has occurred in the responding businesses?
6. How soon do tn~ business respondents expect to change
their hardware or software?
7. What kinds of computer printers are used in the Wichita,
Kansas, area busi~ess community?




It was assumed that all businesses responded accurately
and truthfully on the survey instrument. It was also assumed
that the respondents to the survey instrument were
representative of all the businesses and industries in the
Wichita, Kansas, area.
Definition of Terms
Bubble jet printer: a printer which heats the ink to become
a bubble which prints in the formation of a character.
CD-ROM: compact disk-read only memory. Volumes of
information can be stored on a CD disc.
Computer Hardware: that equipment, which is utilized to
proce~s information, such as the computer and its
associpted periphe~al equipment which includes printers, .
scanners, hard drives, etc ..
Computer Software: the computer program which utilized to
assist in processing information, either words or
numbers.
Data Processing: the manipulation of data consisting of
numbers which can be processed through various processes
in order to print a hard copy which can be read,
dispensed, or filed.
Database: a collection of information (records) divided into
sections (fields) such as name, addre§~, phone.
Examples of a database include inventory, personnel,
client records, etc ..
Desktop PUblishing~ the computer manipulation of text and
graphics to produce printed documents with text and
graphics which. can be read, dispensed, or filed.
Dot matrix printer: a printer which uses a series of pins to
create an image on paper.
Ink jet printer: a printer similar to a bubble jet which
heats the ink to the point that it jets out onto the
paper to form a character.
Laptop/notebook computer: a special type of compact computer
that is transportable.
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Laser printer: a printer which uses a laser beam to create
the image on paper. It works" like a copying machine and
is fast and quiet and has the capacity to produce
excellent graphics.
Mainframe~- a ' large computer commonly used in business and
industry. .
pc: personal computer
RAM: random access memory which controls the size of
applications that can be efficieritly run on a personal
computer.
Spreadsheet: a worksheet made up of rows and columns from
,I
which reports can be generated.
Word Processing: the process of entering, manipulating, !
saving, and printing text to a hard copy which can ,be
read, disp~nsed, or filed.
Delimitations
The study attempted to identify the kinds and types of
computer hardware and software used by Wichita, Kansas,
businesses and industries to process data. It was not an
attemp~ to suggest one brand or kind of hardware or software
over another.
Limitations ~
The study was limited by the responses the respondents
gave in relation to the survey instrument provided for the
study. The study was also limited to the truthfulness of
those who responded to the survey items.
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Significance of the Study
There is no doubt that today I s business community is
steeped in technological change. Certainly, much information
exists rega~ding the latest in technological trends.
However, it is important for educational institutions in
Wichita, Kansas, to identify what computer hardware and
software is currently being used in the Wichita business
community. The results of this study should provide valuable
information to educators who are attempting to prepare
students for employment in local businesses. In addilt ion,
the business community will benefit from an awareness of what
computer hardware and software choices other businesses in




As business and industry continue to meet the challenge
of trying to keep up with the leading edge of computer
technology, educational systems must respond to these needs.
In preparing students for employment, it becomes important to
assess computer hardware and software used in business and
J
, industry, the trends in information systems, and the future
of computer technology in the workplace.
The fi~st commercial use of an electronic computer was ··
initiated by General Electric in 1954. With the introduction
of GE's Univac, business and industry were ushered into the
Information Age. The second generation of computers arrived
in the 19605, followed" by the microprocessor in the late
1970s, and by the 19805 even the smallest portable computers
could handle memory units in the thousap ds of kilobytes.
Now, in the 1990s, CD-ROM has left the confines of education,
revolutionized home PCs, and begun to impact businesses
(
beyond storing corporate libraries (2). This read-only
memory allows business persons to transport their files,
programs, and other data in their pockets (13).
According to Marsh, there is no evidence that the
technological revolution is slowing down, and it is, in fact,
advancing at an ever-accelerating pace.
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"Now, 40 years after
IBM sold its first commercial mainframe, information
technology has penetrated every corner of the u.s. economy"
(6, 57). Authors of a special report in the June 14, 1993,
issue of . Bus~ness Week further pointed out that today' s
computers are cheaper and more useful and accessible because
of new software and networking. The $~ trillion technology
investment of the 1980s is paying off as information
technology drives a 'productivity-led recovery,' according to
Economist Stephen S. Roach of Morgan Stanley & Co. (6).
In terms of hardware, personal " computers (PCs) have
single-handedly revolutionized today's office. The PC has
rendered the typewriter nearly extinct, turned
secretaries into w~rd-processing experts, pulled
small ~usinesses into the information age r and
inspired man-machine love affairs every bit as
passionate as automobiles have (16, 40).
In general, PCs have provided the key to a more efficient and
productive office. They are less expensive and yet more
complex and sophistica~ed than they were just a few years
ago. Paul Gibson, vice-president and corporate purchasing
director for · KeyCorp, a financial services holding company
Iy"
operating banks in eight states as of 1992, has observed
significant cpang~ in the PC industry in the past few years .
.1 ·
As clone systems have gained acceptance, prices have steadily
dropped. Gibson oversees $6 million worth of purchases for
PCs, peripherals, and software. In an effort to standardize
the equipment and software, KeyCorp shares the responsibility
of computer hardware and software selection between the
7
information proces 51.' ng tcen er,
purchasing (14).
Key Services, Inc., and
IBM unleashed the personal computer, and, as of 1991,
remained the ~orld' $ larg'est maker of PCs (16). While the
IBM appears to remain a popular hardware, the ease of use of
the Macintosh makes it an attractive choice. By clicking the
device, called a mouse, on an icon, the Macintosh user is
able to work more productively and more efficiently than when
manipulating the typical set of software commands (10). The
Microsoft Corporation's Windows graphic interface system now
I
adapts to other brands of computers the concept of easily
maneuvering icons by clicking and dragging (17).
Laptop,s--portable 'computers--have joined the ranks of
computer hardware now used in business. However, large sales
departments are going a step beyond providing their sales
teams with ordinary portable computers. They are equipping
their sales employees with technology which permits them to
manipulate corporate information quickly, maintain inventory,
and access corporate databases and messaging systems. These
enabling technologies include
smaller, .morE; powerful portable computers with
comrnunicatio~s enhancements, groupware
applications, interactive platform-independent
databases, pen-based systems and wireless wide-area
networks (9, 30).
For instance, a clothing retailer can buy a garment, without
having to make the trip to the showroom, by making a
selection from a high-quality photograph electronically sent
by the clothing manufacturer (9).
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In selecting hardware, businesses look for particular
hardware characteristics such as (1) clock speed,
determines how . fast the computer operates, (2)
which
memory
expans.ion,.. (3) & disk drives, both floppy and hard disk drives,
(4) a display system, color or monochrome, (5) ports, located
on the outside of the hardware and 1.;lsed to connect the
printer and mouse, (6) expansion slots, located inside the
hardware - and used to connect modems and CD-ROM, and (7) a
mathematics coprocessor socket, a separate processor which
increases the speed of math or graphics processing.
considerations in selecting hardware include
warranties, and service contracts (10).
General
price,
In the 1980s Corpo'rate America learned that "no matter
how powerful the computer or how far-reaching the information
network, it means little if the average office worker can't
use it" (17, 76). By 1984 it was evident that hardware was
not the issue--softwax;e had become the focus. Even the
mainframe software companies joined the rush to produce
software for pes (18). Gregory Jordahl agrees that software
fi '·
is the most important part of the PC equation.
Having adapt Eid to the presence of technology, customers
/ .
have continued to demand software programs that perform a
variety of tasks in a 'user friendly' format (18). It is the
software which makes the technology accessible and
contributes to improved productivity in a business (l7). In
fact, the software should be selected first, then . the
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hardware system which meets the needs of the software can be
chosen (10).
Ten years ago, in 1984, Business Week highlighted the
best-selling sof~ware programs as reported by DATA:
INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS INC., BW. For personal
computers, the most popular applications software included
WordStar and PFS:Write for word processing; Lotus 1-2-3,
MUltiplan, and VisiCalc for spreadsheet; and dBase II and
?FS:File for data base management (18).
While applications software continues to be upgr~ded,
. the most sophi.sticated changes are in database and
spreadshee~ software. In September of 1991, Computer World
. ,
reported the leading software packages for spreadsheets to be
Lotus' 1-2-3 Release 2.3 "by far the market's best-selling
spreadsheet," Lotus' 1-2-3 Release 3.1 and 1-2-3/G, Lotus' 1-
2-3 for Windows, Informix's Wings, Microsoft's Excel 3.0,
computer Associates' SupercalcS, and Borlands' Quattro Pro
3. 0 (15).
Database connectivity, windows cO)Jlpatibility, and
application linking are concerns of purchasers of spreadsheet
software. In response to those concerns, major vendors now
provide database links which eliminate the detailed process
of trans ferring database information into a spreadsheet.
Furthermore, programs are available which break down
complicated spreadsheets into a 3-D format. In the future,
spreadsheets may even use business names such as "sales,"
"tax," and "commissions" for_:--: the cells and create formulas
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such as "sales' minus commissions equals net sales." If the
expense of state-of-the~art spread~?eet software or hardware
limitations prohibits a new purchase, spreadsheet add-ons
might .be a va~id consideration for a business. Spreadsheet
add-ons are available for word processing and database
management, financial analysis, file and data linking,
graphics, security, and spreadsheet optimization (7). While
the foundation of business's computer systems might be the
basic spreadsheet or database programs, quite often a company
will customize their software (5).
Participating in the Information Age goes beyond the
selection of hardware and software. Current trends aff~cting
business's ~echnological management of information include
networking, outsourcing, insourcing and technical support.
PC networking allows workers to share information from
one desktop computer to another by linking with other PCs as
well as linking with a m~inframe (5).
In terms of increasing productivity, networking may
be the most important shift. Some 60% of all
business pes in the u.S. are now able to trade
files, documents, and electronic mail ~ith others
on a network, up from 35% in 1990 (17, 76).
The complexity of ~he mainframe discourages some of the tasks
that PC networking accomplishes more efficiently. In
addition, through networking, word processing software,
spreadsheet software and printers can be shared, thus making
networking cost effective as well as efficient. A company
saves money when it purchases a network version of standard
software programs rather than individual copies for each pc.
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Finally, "backing up"--periodically saving onto another
floppy disk or harddrive--each PC on the network assures that
this process has. been accomplished, rather than depending on
each PC user to conduct his own backup procedure (19).
"Information sharing will become an integral part of
tomorrow's applicat ions," according to Joseph P. F irmage,
vice pr~sident of the Appware Systems Group at Novell (4,
128). Network-applications software is "where all the ' action
is, and where it's going to be fo-r the next 10 years,"
I
predicted Patricia B. Seybold, president of Office Computing
Group, a Boston' consulting firm (5, 105).
While, it is more usual for banking institutions to link
their standalone PCs to mainframes, PC-to-PC networking is
becoming the trend in large banking institutions. Signature
verification, human resources, marketing, lockbox, wire
transfer systems, and loan applications are examples of ·areas
within a bank that benefit from PC networking. Sharing
updated customer information from the main office to the
1/'"
branch is an important feature of networking that further
appeals to bank.~. Patrick Rielly, division manager of
information services for Key Services Corporation, the
automation subsidiary of KeyCorp, holding company for Key
Bank of Albany, NY, foresees "cooperative processing." This
means PCs will network databases at the branches while the
mainframe will be used for transaction information (19).
Banks are not the lone example of networking pes. The
state government of California began phasing in~C networking
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in the summer of 1991. While shared database files reside at
the Teale Data Center, the primary mainframe computer
operation for .the state in Sacramento, local network
administrators maintain local software applications and local
databases. These local software applications can be
developed more quickly than mainframe applications and they
cost less. Even security is enhanced as fewer people log on
with a user ID and a password. Three hundred Compaq Computer
.Corporation desktops were purchased for the initial phas~ of
the government's 'two-tier computing' --mainframe a:qd PC
network (1).
In an. eff6rt to cut costs, many major corporations have
,
reduced their internal data processing department and
contracted with external providers. This concept is called
"outsourcing." With data centers worldwide, corporations use
different software programs at each center. By standardizing
their hardware and software, these companies can reduce data
processing costs and personnel while providing technical
expertise and consulting services (8).
DeMuth reports that Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY, was
one of the firstl-~:' major companies to switch to outsourcing.
In doing so, they reduced personnel by nearly 2,000 people
and
consolidated into one state-of-the-art IBM
facility, while two other vendors were given the
responsibility of handling Kodak's
telecommunications needs and its PC support
services (8, 60).
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Kodak still maintains a small technical staff and has
appointed an advisory board to "monitor information
technology needs and vendor performance" (8, 60). Savings
institution~ have also gone to outsourcing since their
processing needs are uniform.
In 1993, Pepsico, Inc., took. a new approach ' to
outsourcing. Pepsico established their own data processing
center, ' Restaurant Data Center, to handle all of the data
processing for three of their major divisions: Pepsico Food
Systems, Taco Bell in Irvine, California, and KFC in
I
Louisville, Kentucky. All three of these divisions were
running IBM ' mainframe centers which were doing similar data
processintg tasks. AS' they considered outsourcing, the
concept of creating their own outsource center, or
"insourcing," developed among the information systems
departments of these divisions. Now mainframe operations are
offloaded to the newl~, created data center (12).
As PCsand networking became the new wave in early 1990,
businesses sought technical support .for their software
pi-'.
application choices. 'Service' and 'consulting' have become
software pt'odu~er' s marketing buzzwords, and they sell
businesses on the idea of 'partnerships' between the software
producer and the business consumer. From assisting in the
selection ' of the appropriate software to training the
personnel and troubleshooting, software companies appeal to
the lack of technical expertise of the businesses who have
supplied personal compu~~rs on the desktops of their
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personnel. Even support from mainframe software makers is
demanded as networking became a part of a company's total
information system design (5).
~s the Inform~tion Age progresses, businesses confirm
their commitment to technology. In 1993 electronic
information services were projected to 'grow 16.4 percent, '-
data processing and network services 13.7 percent, computer
professional services 9.9 percent, computer hardware and
p~ripherals 8.0 percent and packaged software 13.7 percent.
The United States PC market was projected to grow 6 percent
I
as the U.S. continues to be a competitive force in computer
technology~ adcording to Timothy J. Hauser, acting
t. • .
undersecretary for international trade. (1)
Craig Goldman, senior vice president and chief
information officer at Chase Manhattan Bank comments,
"Nothing works in this place without the use of efficient and
effective technology" (11, 58). While it takes between $500
million and $600 million annually to maintain Chase's
computer centers, Chase is committed to pJ,lsing technology.
Arthur Ryan, president of Chase Manhattan, reasons,
The rapid pace of innovation, both in technology
and in the marketplace, means that we have to be
prepared to move forward, so our people have the
information they need to do their work smarter and
faster than the competition (11, 58).
In fact, information technology played a major role in
turning around Chase Manhattan Bank from a net loss of $665
million in 1989, afterwhich Chase spent about $500 million on
new computer and communications technology in ~n effort to
15
integrate and reorganize its data bases to better serve the
customers.
Predicting the future for technology in business is best
left to tlle te!chnological gurus. In 1991, top people in the
field of personal computers, including Apple Computer co-
founder Steven P. Jobs and Microsoft co-founder William H , ~
Gates III, were interviewed by Fortune magazine about their
predictions for the future of PCs.
general trends in computers included:
Their forecasts on
( 1 ) " r a z z Ie - da i z Ie
technologYt" such as computers that read handwriting, will
/
, emerge quickly, (2 ) data networks which share drawings,
documents, and spreadsheets on the screen will be common, (3).
a multitude'of choices will confront the user, (4) electronic ' ·
companies from , Japan will be even more of a force in the
field, and (5) computers will continue to have an impact on
the business of the future. Even the form of the PCs will
take on a new look. Notepads--clipboard-size computers that
can read handwriting--and digital readers--book-size devices
that display published materials--wi~~ be available.
Salespeople, delivery people, construction workers and
executives will h~~e access to digital devices increase their
productivity. "Personal communicators" that combine a fax, a
cellular phone, and a PC will emerge. Paul Saffo, a
researcher at the Institute for the Future in Menlo Park,
California, is convinced that in the 1990s personal computers
will continue to reshape American businesses. He says,
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Technology has reinvented the corporation again and
again . As computers become a primary means of
communication, companies will transport work to the
workers instead .of transporting workers to the
wo r k " (16 , 42).
-A sur~e in office p~oductivity will result as computers
evolve "into the ultimate communication device--beyond
telephones, cellular phones, faxes, even live video
hookups" (16, 42).
It is evident, then, that business and industry
will continue to be challenged in their efforts to keep
up with technology. Indeed, already many businesses
have improved th~ir hardware systems and upgraded their
software. • As businesses respond to technological
•
innovations, those educational institutions which
prepare students for employment must keep apprised of
the technological needs of business.
Summary
Computer technology has penetrated all kinds of
businesses and industries as computers have become cheaper,
f,""
software has become more 'user friendly,' and networking has
connected info,rmat~.on systems.
,..
The personal computer, first
introduced by IBM, has single-handedly revolutionized today's
office by enhancing efficiency and productivity. Laptops and
notebooks--portable computers--are the latest to join the
ranks of computer hardware now used in business.
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Software, however, is the main focus in the technology
environment. Customers are demanding software programs that
can perform a variety of tasks and are easily manipulated.
In 19~4 Business ~eek reported the most popular applications
included WordStar and PFS:Write for word processing and dBas~
II and PFS:File for data base management. In 1991 Computer
World proclaimed Lotus 1-2-3 as thebest-sell~ng spreadsheet
software. Yet, even though outstanding commercial software
.programs exist, quite often a company will customize their
software.
Beyond the selection of hardware and software, current
trends are. affecting business I s technological managem,ent of
•
information. Networking, outsourcing, insourcing and
technical support are advancing the sharing of information.
Networking links one desktop computer to another or to the
mainframe. The efficiency and cost effectiveness of such
linking makes networking one of the most popular trends.
Outsourcing reduces the internal data processing department
and contracts with external providers for ptechnical expertise
and consulting services. By creating their own outsource
center to which ,the mainframe operations for three of its
major divisions are offloaded, Pepsico, Inc., created the
concept of 'insourcing.' Technical support appeals to
companies who seek assistance in the areas of service and
consultation.
18
Projections for growth in electronic information
services confirm business and ind~stry's commitment to
technology. These projections are based on computer experts'
predictiops regarding the future for technology. As
companies respond to the challenges of technology,
educational institutions must continue .to evaluate the
technological needs of business and industry.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES USED
Identification Qf Kind of Study
This descriptive study was designed to identify and
analyze the computer hardware and software used for word
processing, spreadsheet, database, and desktop pUblishi~g
tasks in Wichita, Kansas, area business and industry.
IqentificatiQn of Population
Selected businesses and industries in the Wich~ta,
Kansas, area were chosen for this study. Businesses and
industries ranged in size frQm small (2 employees) to large
(365 employees), and they encQmpassed a wide variety of types
of businesses.
Identification of Data Obtained
The BUSiness and Industry Technology Survey was used to
""gather data for this descriptive study. In respQnse to the
Business and Indu. try Technology Survey, participating
businesses and industries initially identified the nature of
their business or industry and the number of people employed.
The respondents next noted the brand of computer hardware
utilized by their company, how they managed their computer
system, and whether or not their business or industry
utilized laptop or notebook computers.
20
In addition, the
respondents specified the type of computer software utilized
for word processing, spreadsheet,'- database, and desktop
publishing tasks. Respondents further noted the reason for
~
choosing their particular hardware and software, how long it
had been since a change of hardware equipment or software
programs had occurred in their business o'r industry, and how
soon they expected to change the kind of hardware or
software. Finally, respondents indicated the kind of printer
used in their company and whether or not they used CD-ROM.
Selection of Sample
The selection of sample for this survey was gathered by
distributing' the Business and Industry Technology Survey to
one hundred selected Wichita, Kansas, area businesses and
industries. The process of choosing participating businesses
and industries was accomplished by selecting businesses from
the second and fourth c9lumns of each page in the business
section of the Wichita, Kansas, phone book. A list was made
One hundred numbers from a random
of those highlighted in the second and fourth columns, and
fr '"
each entry on the list was assigned a serial number for
identification purposes.
number table were chosen and matched to thenurnbered list.
The one hundred selected by this method were designated as
the sample population.
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Deyelopment and Validity of the Instrument
The Business and Industry Technology Survey was
developed by the· researcher with evaluation and input from a
!
panel pf experts~ This panel of experts consisted of: (1) a
teacher of Business Technology at Wichita High School
Heights, (2) chairperson of the Business Department at
Wichita High School Heights, and (3 ) the computer
applications instructor at Wichita High School Heights. , This
panel was asked for their recommendations on the development
of the Business and Industry Technology Survey. Furt~ermore,
the Business and Industry Technology Survey was field tested
.
by five ~elected businesses, and additional response was
solicited in regard to (1) question clarity, (2) selection of
items included on the survey, and (3) proper wording. After
implementing the panel and five selected businesses'
recommendations, the Business and Industry Technology Survey
was judged to be a valid instrument.
Treatment of Data If ;~
Information gathered from the Business and Industry
Technology Survey was displayed in tables indicat{ng number
of responses and percent. A narrative accompanied each table




The purpose of this study was to determine comput~.r
usage in the Wichita, Kansas, business community. The
Business 'and Industry Technology Survey was used to ' gather
data for this descriptive study. One hundred surveys were
distributed and 42 were returned, co'mprising a 42 percent
;
return ratio for the study.
following specific areas:
The survey related to the
* The nature of the business
* The number of employees in that business
* The brand of computer hardware utilized
* Reasons for choosing the brand of computer hardware
* The length of "time since a change of hardware
equipment had occurred





How the . ·~omputer system was managed
Whether or not laptop or notebook computers were
utilized
* The type of computer software utilized for word








The reasons for choosing the software for each area
including word processing; spreadsheets, database,
and desktop publishing
""The lengt~ of time since a change in the software
programs had occurred
How soon a change was expected in the software
The kind of printer used
Whether or not CD-ROM was used in any capacity.
!
It should be noted that some of the respondents chose
not to answer every item on the survey; therefore, the tptal
number of respoIfses used to calculate the percents were
different for some areas. In addition, respondents ha~ the
option of chaos ing as many choices per survey question as
applied to their business or industry. Accordingly, many of
the tables displayed will reflect a combination of responses.
Responses for Questions 1 and 2 from the Business and
Industry Technology Survey are combined and shown in TABLE I.
The types of businesses and industries responding to the
Business and Industry Technology Survey End the number of
employees in each particular business are highlighted.
' .
Respondents represented a wide variety of area businesses and




BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY SURVEY RESPONSES (N=42)


























































Household Goods Moving and Storage






Management and Sales Training
Manufacturer of Aircraft Parts and Assemblies





Monthly Accounting and Tax Preparation
New and Osed Autos--Sales and Service
Outdoor Equipment Sales
Outpatient Drug and Alcohol Addiction Treatment Center
Printing
Real Estate Sales j/
Retail Propane Sales/Home Heating/Fork Lift Cylinder Exchange
Savi ngs and Loans
Soft Drink Bottling
Steel Fabricati10n ,:::;'.
Tires and Automotive Service at Retail and Wholesale Levels
Wholesale and Retail School Supply Sales and Manufacturing
Wholesale Plumbing
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Exhibited in TABLE II is the brand of computer hardware
utilized by the various respondents. It is worth noting that
three of the businesses surveyed responded that they did not
use computer hardware. Those three businesses were an
equipment leasing company, a heating and cooling company, and
a bar.
In regard to the brands of computer hardware, IBM
clear ly outnumbered all other brands", whether it was the IBM
personal computer or an IBM compatible personal computer.
Also, it should be noted that often IBM was used in
combinatiqn with other computer hardware.
TABLE II
COMPUTER HARDWARE UTILIZED (N=42)
Brand
computer hardware is not utilized
IBM personal computer
IBM compatible personal computer
Macintosh personal computer
IBM compatible personal computer and Gateway
IBM personal computer, IBM mainframe, and network hardware--Compaq
IBM personal computer a~.d IBM compatible personal computer
IBM mainframe and IBM qompatible personal computer
IBM personal computer, IBM compatible personal computer,




Maxx personal computer 38640
Risc/6000 58F
Smart Choice
System 36 IBM and IBM personal computer
Texas Instruments





















In TABLE III the reasons for the respondents choosing
their computer hardware brand are listed. Price, alone and
in conjunction with other reasons, was the guiding force for
selecting -computer hardware. The next important factor, in
combination with others,
support.
was a vailab i1 i ty of technical
TABLE III
REASONS FOR CHOOSING COMPUTER HARDWARE (N=42)
Reason Number Percent
computer hardware is not utili zed 3 7 .1
Price 6 14.3
Administrative. recommendation 5 11.9
Availability of technical support 1 2.4
Business references 2 4.8
Ease of use 2 4.8
Price, availability of technical support, and ease of use 3 7.1
Price, administrative recommendation, and availability
of technical support 2 4.8
Price, administrative recommendation, availability of technical
support, and business references 1 2.4
Price and availability of technical support 5 11.9
Administrative recommendation, ~nd availability of technical support 1 2.4
Administrative recommendation, availability of technical support,
and ease of use 1 2.4
Availability of technical support, and ease of use 1 2.4
Availability of technical support, and industry requirements 1 2.4
Availability of technical support, business references, and ease of use 1 2.4
Availability of technical support, business references, F~
and availability of business software 1 2.4
Business references, and ease of use 1 2.4
Application requi.rement~,. 1 2.4
Fomoco system ~ 1 2.4
Hardware choice was not an option 1 2.4
Other (unspecified) 1 2.4
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In TABLE IV the length of time since the respondents
have made a change of hardware equipment is displayed. Most
respondents surveyed indicated a hardware equipment change
within the past six months (28. 9 percent) to a year (26.3
percent) . Only a few respondents (a total of 8 out of 38 }
have not made a change within the past two years.
TABLE IV
WHEN HARDWARE EQUIPMENT CHANGE LAST OCCURRED (N=38) I
Length of Time Number Percent
6 months or less' 11 28.9
1 year • 10 26.3
1 1/2 years 4 10.5
2 years 5 13.2
3 years 2 5.3
4 years 3 7.9
5 years 2 5.3
7 years 1 2.6
In TABLE V the. length of time when respondents expected
to make a change in computer hardware equipment is shown.
I,'·
The majority indicated that length of time was "unknown"
(26.3 percent). However, 15.8 percent expected to make a
~.
/
change within a year and another 15.8 percent expected to
make a change within two years. Therefore, a combined 31.6
percent of the respondents expected to make a change within
the next two years. Only approximately half as many
respondents (a combined 15.7 percent) expected to wait over
two years to make a hardware change. The same number have no
plans to change computer hardware. ~
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TABLE V
WHEN HARDWARE EQUIPMENT CHANGE IS EXPECTED (N=38)
. "
"
When Change Expect.ed Number Percent
Continually 2 5.3 : l
6 months 2 5.3,
1 year 6 15.S
2 years 6 15 )8
2 - 3 years 1 2.6
4 years 1 2.6
5 years 2 5.3
5 - 7 years 1 2.6
Severa'l years 1 2.6
No plans to change 6 15.8
. Unknown 10 ' 26.3
I
How the respondents manage their computer systems is
displayed in TABLE VI. Personal computers clearly appeared
to be the t choice of these businesses with an equal 'number
operating personal computers ' as individual units (27 .5
percent) as well as personal computers networked (27.5
percent) . Another 15 percent Gornbined the individual units
with the networking of ."personal computers.
TABLE VI
f,'"




computers are not utilized
Main frame
Personal computers (individual units)
Personal computers networked
Main frame and personal computers (individual units)
Main frame and personal computers networked
Main frame, personal computers (individual units),
and personal computers networked
Personal computers (individual units), and
personal computers networked
Personal computers (individual units),













Only 26 percent of the respondents indicated that their
companies were utilizing laptop or notebook computers. It is
perhaps worth noting the nature of those ten businesses and
industries ' who. denoted the use of these small, portable
computers. They were insurance companies, a human serv~ces '
program for adults with disabilities, a wholesale and retail
school supply sales and manufacturing business, a medical
practice, a Mexican fast food franchisor, a machine tool
distributor, a household goods movi~g and storage company, a
bank, and a health care management industry. One respondent,
a management . and sales training organization, not'ed they
would like to utilize laptops or notebooks, but they did not
consider them affordable. It is evident, then, that the
majority of the respondents did not utilize laptops or
notebook computers.
In TABLE VIr · the type' of computer software the
respondents utilized ~or word processing tasks is exhibited.
The predominant choice was Word Perfect, which was used
either alone (28 . 6 percent) or alo tl"g with other word
processing packages. MS Word appeared to be the second
choice with 7. 1 percent of the ' respondents using MS Word
solely and another 14.3 percent using it in connection with
other word processing packages.
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TABLE VII
SOFTWARE UTILIZED FOR WORD PROCESSING (N=42)
Type






Word Perfect and company-developed program
Word Perfect and MS Word
Word Perfect and PFS First Choice
Word Perfect, company-developed program, and Ami-Pro
Word Perfect, MS Works, and Mizer/SDl
MS Works, MS Word, and IFS Yourway
MS Word and company-developed program
MS Word, company-developed program, and MS Office
PFS First Choice and other commercially-developed program
BUWP, Quatro, and Alpha 4V3
DAC Easy
. Fomoco ,
Pro Term and Appleworks
Pro write
Volkswriter















































In TABLE VIII the responde~ts' reasons for choosing the
word processing software they use is presented . It is
obvious from this table that many factors have contributed to
p""
their choice of word processing packages. "Ease of use"
alone (23.8 percent) was the major factor influencing choice,
>:...:-
while "ease of use" was also mentioned in connection with
other factors. It should also be noted that "availability of




REASONS FOR CHOOSING WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE (N=42)
Reason
computer software not used
Price
Administrative recommendation
Availability of technical support
Business references
Ease of use
Price and ~dministrative recommendation
Price and ease of use
Price, business references, and reputation
Price, availability of technical support, business references
and ease of use
Administrative recommendation and ease of use
Administrative recommendation, and availability of technical support
Administrative recommendation, availability of technical support,
and ease of use
Administrative recommendation and functionality
Availability of technical support and business references
Availability Qf technical support and ease of use
Availability 01 technical support, business references,
and ease of use
Availability of technical support and best power
Availability of technical support and health care specific
Availability of technical support, business references,
and standard in architecture
Business references and ease of use
Ease of use and import/merge capabilities
Offered with specialized software program
Recommended by computer supplier
Number Percent
3 7~1























In TABLE IX the type of computer software utilized for
spreadsheets is shown. Lotus 1-2-3 was the leading choice of
the respondents ~~8.6 percent) who use spreadsheet software.
Additionally, Lotus 1-2-3 was used in connection with other
spreadsheet software. Excel was the second most widely
utilized spreadsheet software. It was used either alone (9.5
percent) or along with Lotus 1-2-3 (7.1 pe~cen.t). It is




SOFTWARE UTILIZED FOR SPREADSHEETS (N=42)
Type







Excel and' Lotus 1-2-3
Lotus 1-2-3 and company-developed program


































reasons the respondents chose their particular
J
spreadsheet software are illustrated in TABLE X. Like the
main factor in choosing word processing software, "ease of
use" was the primary reason for choosing spreadsheet
software. A total of 26.2 percent indicated this as the
reason for their ch~ice. Furthermore, "ease of use" was
cited in conjunction with other factors. "Administrative
recommendation" was mentioned by six respondents,
ft '·
and
"availability of technical support" was mentioned by five
respondents. I- ~- It is interesting to note that of those
respondents utilizing spreadsheet software, only two




REASONS FOR CHOOSING SPREADSHEET SOFTWARE (N=42)
Reason
Computer software is not used
Price
Administrative recommendation
Availability of technical support
Business references
Ease of use
Administrative recommendation and business references
Administratxve recommendation and ease of use
Administrative recommendation, business references, and ease of use
Administrative recommendation and availability of technical support
Administrative recommendation, availability of technical support
and business references
Availability of technical support and ease of use
Availability of technical support and best power
Business references and ease of use
Business references and compatible with custom software
Ease of use and capacity to do required tasks
Best one offered .






















In TABLE XI the type of computer software utilized by
There
werea wi de va r i e t y ' 0 f softwar e s e 1 e ct ion s ,
the respondents for · database tasks is highlighted.
and while
purchased software was the most popular choice, no one
particular brand was an overwhelming choice.
p ;~
Of the
purchased packages, Microsoft Works (combination package) was
the choice of tn~ most respondents (9.5 percent). Company-
developed programs were the choice of 11.9 percent of those
respondents utilizing database software. It should be noted




SOFTWARE UTILIZED FOR DATABASE (N=40)
Type Number
Computer software is not used 12
dBase 0
Claris Works (combination package) 0
Lotus Works (combination package) 1
Microsoft Works (combination package) 4
PFS First Choice (combination package) 2
Quatro Pr~ (combination package) 0
Company-developed program 5
dBase and Lotus Works 1
Access 1
Access and company-developed program 1
ADP 1
Alpha 1
Applied Computer Resources 1
FE (File Express) 1
Fox Pro for Windows and In Magic 1
MAS-gO and ACT! 1
~~c 1





























The reasons respondents gave for choosing database
software are highlighted in TABLE XII. A total of 28.6
percent of the respondents indicated they do not use database
software.
p;.'~
Of those who do use database software, "ease of
use" alone was the primary factor for 2 6.2 percent of the
survey respondent. "Ease of use" was also mentioned as · a
factor in connection with other criteria. "Administrative
recommendation" was mentioned by 4.8 percent as the sole
reason for program selection, but it was listed. along with
other factors by four other respondents.
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TABLE ,XII
REASONS FOR CHOOSING DATABASE SOFTWARE (N=42)
Reason
Computer software is not used
Price
Administrative recommendation
Availability of technical support
Business references
Ease of use
Price and ease of use
Price, availability of technical support and ease of use
Administrative recommendation and availability of technical support
Administrative recommendation, availability of tecr.nical support
and business references
Administrative recommendation, functionality, and compatibility with
other software
Administrative recommendation and other (not specified)
Availability of technical support and ease of use
Business refer~nces and ease of use
Ability to thange
Came with c,mputer
Came with other software
Installed by hardware sales people























In TABLE XIII the types of software utilized for desktop
publishing tasks are displayed. It should be noted that 78.6
of the responding businesses and industries indicated that
If/'
they did not utilize desktop publishing. Of the remaining
respondents wh~ did utilize desktop publishing, the majority
. , .
(7.1 percent) used Aldus Pagemaker. The next most widely
used desktop publishing software program was Word Perfect. A
total of 4.8 percent of the respondents utilized the desktop
publishing features of this program.
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TABLE XIII
SOFTWARE UTILIZED FOR DESKTOP PUBLISHING (N=42)
Tiype Number Percent





Printmaster Gold for DOS 1
Word Perfect 2









In TABLE XIV the reasons for the respondents chgosing
their desktop publishing software are illustrated. Again, it
should be ,noted that 78.6 percent of the respondents :do not
·iI ••
use desktop publ~sh~ng software. Therefore, of the remaining
respondents, 4.8 percent indicated "ease of use" as the main
choice factor and another 4.8 percent listed other reasons
(not specified) as a main choice. factor.
TABLE XIV
REASONS FOR CHOOSING DESKTOP PUBLISHINCj:, SOFTWARE (N=42)
Reason
Desktop publishing not ~tilized
Price
Administrative recommendation
Availability of technical support
Business references
Ease of use
Price and ease of use
Already in system
























The length of time since a change of software programs
had taken place in the businesses and industries of the
respondents is shown in Table XV.
~
For 28.9 percent of the
respondents, the length of time since a software change had
been made was 6 months or less.· Another 15.8 peircent
indicated they had made software changes on a constant basis.
Stil~ another 15.8 percent indicated they had made software
changes within the past year. It is evident, thein, that
changes of software programs had taken place rather recently.
I
Only 21 percent responded that they had not made ' software
program changes in over three years.
TABLE XV




































In TABLE XVI length of time when the respondents
expected to make a change in software programs is denoted. A
response from 39.5 percent indicated they did not know when
they expected to make a software program change. No change
was expected by 15.8 percent of the respondents, while 13.2
percent indicated they expected to make a change within 6
months to a year.
TABLE XVI
WHEN SOFTWARE PROGRAM CHANGE IS EXPECTED (N=38)
/ .
Length of Time Number Percent
Periodically 3 7.9
6 months to ~ year 5 13.2
1 to 2 years 4 10.5
2 to 3 years 1 2.6
4 years 1 2.6
5 to 7 years 2 5.3
Several years 1 2.6
None expected 6 15.8
Unknown 15 39.5
The kinds of printers utilized by the responding
businesses and industries is denoted in TABLE XVII.
pI"
The dot
matrix printer alone was used by 26.2 percent of the
respondents. The dot matrix pr inter was also used by
respondents in conjunction with other kinds of printers. The




KINDS OF PRINTERS UTILIZED (N=42)
Kind ,





Bubble jet and dot matrix
Bubble jet and laser
Bubble jet, dot matrix and laser
Dot matrix and laser
Dot matrix, ink jet, and Band Printers
Dot matrix, ink jet and laser
Ink jet and Epson LX 810





























The number of business and industry respondents who
utilized CDLROM was minimal. Of the 42 who responded to the
Business and Industry Technology Survey, only 23.8 percent
indicated that they were currently us ing CD-ROM in their
companies. It is therefore evident that this trend is in the




SUMMAR~, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
For the purpose of informationally equipping educational
institutions to prepare students for a future in the business
world, this study was conducted with the intent of
identifying and analyzing the current computer hardware and
I
software used for word processing, spreadsheet, database, and
desktop publishing tasks in Wichita, Kansas, selected area
businesses and industries. In addition, this study was
designed to determine the factors the business community
respondents considered in choosing their computer hardware
and software. Finally, the study was intended to ascertain
the length of time ." since computer hardware and software
changes had been made within the responding compan~es and the
length of time before a future change would be made.
The Business and Industry Technology Survey was used to
gather data wh~~h were used to compare the responses of the
Wichita, Kansas, selected area businesses and industries. A
total of 42 out of 100 of the businesses and industries
responded to the survey. Responses to each of the survey
questions were tallied and the percent for each response was
calculated. These were reported in . tables in CHAPTER IV.
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As to the issue of hardware·, respondents indicated a
preference for IBM or IBM compatible personal computers.
Respondents oited price as the guiding force in selecting
computer hardware. For the most part, changes in hardware
equipment had been made in the last six months to one year',
and plans for future changes were either unknown or expected
to occur ' within two years. Respondents predominantly managed
their computer systems by utilizing personal computers as
..
individual units or as networked systems.




of the respondents utilized laptop or notebook computers and
CD-ROM.
Computer software issues were also addressed. The type
of computer software mainly utilized for word processing was
Word Perfect because of its ease of use. For spreadsheets
the choice was Lotus 1-~-3 which was also selected because of
its ease of use. The preference for database was Microsoft
Works and company-developed programs, and again the reason
"'.
for the program choice was ease of use. Over three-fourths
of the responden~s did not utilize desktop publishing.
However, those who did preferred Aldus Pagemaker or Word
Perfect~ These programs were selected because of their ease
of use. To conclude the software issue, almost 40 percent of
the respondents were not sure when they would change software
programs, while 30 percent expected to . make a change within
the next two years.
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Ten years ago literature s.tated that WordStar and
PFS : Wri te were the dominate software programs for word
processing t~sks, Lotus 1-2-3, MUltiplan, and VisiCalc were
spreadsheet preferences, and dBase II and PFS:File were
choices for data base management. This study revealed that
the current primary choice of businesses and industries in
the Wichita, Kansas, area for word processing tasks was Word
Perfect, for spreadsheet--Lotus 1-2-3, and for data base--
Microsoft Works and company-developed programs. While a
majority of the respondents did not use desktop publishing,
those who did preferred Aldus Pagemaker and Word Perfec~.
There.is no evidence that the technological revolution
is slowing down. A majority of the respondents in this study
reported having made a change in hardware in the past six
months to a year. The same length of time was the primary
indication for software changes. In confirming their
commitment to technology, over 40 percent of ·the respondents
noted an expectation to change computer hardware in one to
Ifr'~
two years. While 39.5 percent were not sure when they would
change software ::;.programs, over 30 percent stated they
expected to make changes within the next two years.
This study clearly indicated business and industry's
involvement in computer technology. As the Information Age
progresses, business and industry will be challenged to meet
technological needs. In training individuals for employment,




In an effort to prepare students for employment in the
business and ';indu~try community in the Wichita, Kansas, area,
educational institutions need to be aware of the computer
hardware and software needs in this community. As a result
of the findings and conclusions of this study, the following
recommendations are hereby submitted:
* Students should be trained on IBM or IBM compatible
personal computers.
* Students should be exposed to manipulation of data
~hrough networking .
•* Word Perfect should be the focus of word processing
training.
* Lotus 1-2-3 should be the focus of spreadsheet
training.
* Database management can be practiced on a variety
of commercially-developed programs.
* Aldus Pagemaker should be the fopus of desktop
publishing training.
* Dot mat~ix and laser printers should be the
predominant printers utilized in the classroom.
* Students should be exposed to CD-ROM.
* Computer technology studies of business and
industry should be conducted on a continual basis.
45
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Dear Sir or Madam:
As a business educator in USD #259, I am interested in
surveying the Wichita business cornmu~ity to learn what
computer hardware and software is being utilized. Therefore,
I have chosen to do my master's thesis in this area. I
Enclosed you will find a survey which asks particular
questions concerning computer usage in your business. Though
I know you are very busy, I would greatly appreciate your
assistance in completing this survey and returning it to me
in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope. Your
responses will be kept in absolute confidence, and I will be
glad to forward a copy of the completed study to you should
you request one.








BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY SURVEY
Directions' For each question, please check one or more responses which
apply to your business.
1. What is the nature of your business?
2, How many people does your business employ?
3, What brand of comp\lter hardware does your business utilize?
Computer hardware is riot utilized
IBM personal computer
IBM compatible personal computer
Macintosh personal computer
Other personal computers (Please specify)
4. Why did' you choose this brand of computer hardware?
Computer hardware is not utilized
Price
Administrative recommendation




5, How long has it been since a change of hardware equipment has
occurred in your business?
6,' How soon do yo~, expect to change the kind of hardware equipment your
business uses? i
7. How do you manage your computer system?
Computers are not utilized
Main frame
Personal computers (individual units)
Personal computers ' networked
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8. Does your business utilize laptop or notebook computers?
Yes
No
9. What type of computer software does your ' business utilize for word
processing?






Other commercially-developed programs (Please
specify)
10. Why did you choose ' this word processing software?
Computer software is not used
Price
Administrative recommendation




11. What type of computer software does your business utilize for
spreadsheets?






Other commercially-developed programs (Please
specify)
12. Why did you choose this spreadsheet software?
Computer software is not used
Price
Administrative recommendation





13. What type of computer software does your business utilize for database?
Computer software is not used
dBase "
Claris Works (combination package)
Lotus Works (combination package)
Microsoft Works (combination package)
PFS First Choice (combination package)
Quatro Pro (combination package)
Company-developed program
Other commercially-developed programs (Please
specify)
14. Why did you choose this database software?
Computer software is not used
Price
Administrative recommendation




15. What type of computer software does your business utilize for desktop
publishing?





Other commercially-developed programs (Please
specify)
16. Why did you choose this desktop publishing software?
f/"
Desktop publishing not utilized
Price
Administrative recommendation




17. How long has it been since a change of software programs has occurred ·
in your business?
53
18. How soon do you · expect to change the kind of software programs your
business uses?
19. Which kind of printer does your business use?












1. A-One Prqpane Gas
2. AAA Auto Club . of Kansas
3. A E Henning Roofing
4. A-Z Blueprint Equipment & Supplies
5. Ace Graphic & Micrographic Systems .
6. Addiction Treatment Service of St Joseph Medical
Center
7. Adventure Sports
8. After Hours Tint & Installation
9. Air Express International
10. Alcohol Tobacco & Firearms Bureau
11. All Medical Placement Specialist
12. Allied Battery Supply Co.
13. Amana Factory Authorized Service
14. American Express Travel Service
15. American N~tional Insurance Co.
16. Ample Duds
17. Andrew Inc.
18. Apex Systems Inc.
19. Architectural Art Manufacturing Inc.
20. Arnold, Lila (Real Estate)
21. Associated Business Forms
22. Austin Distributing & Manufacturing Corp.
23. Auto Shopper Magazine
24. B & B Guttering
25. Backwoods
26. BailOut Now
27. Bank Management Concepts, Inc.
28. Barrett & Barret (Attorneys)
29. Baysinger Police Supplies
30. Beech-Hedrick Investments
31. Benton, J. Fictor (DDS) r
32. Bestway International, Inc.
33. Big River ~and Co., Inc .
.34. Bisq-It ,Ceramics
35. Block, H & R''-
36. Boeing Wichita Employees Credit Union
37. Bottenfield's Beauty Supply
38. Brammer, J. Preston (DDS)
39. Brinton, E. Holmes (MD)
40. Brown, Jerry Construction Co.
41. Brush & Board Hardwoods
42. Bulger Cadillac-Oldsmobile Jeep Eagle
43. Busch's Luggage & Leather Goods
44. C A Cook & Sons Body Shop
45. CSS Counselling Service
46. Camera Angles Ltd.
























































Caro, Mike Construction, Inc.
Caster Excavating
Cellular Connections
Central States Thermo King, Inc.
CF Motor Freight
Chelsea Bar & Grill
Child's Horizon Preschool
Chrysler Credit -Corp.
Cigna Healthplan of Kansas
Classic Cabinetry & Interior Trim






Cordes, Donald L. (Attorney)
Countryside Lawn Tree & Landscape Contractors, Inc.
Creason Corrugating and Machinery Co., Inc.
Crown Agency
Custom Cupboards Kitchens & Baths
D & R Electric
Dave Johnson Motors
Dawson Brothers, Inc.




Dillons a Hour Photo Lab
Dodge House
Doolin & Shaw Optical Dispensers
Doyle Construction
Duling Construction CD., Inc.
E B Reicher Roofing
Eastgate Key & Lock Co.,
Edison Promotional Advertising Co.
Electronic Business Machines
Empire House Restaurant & Theatre
Equitable Life Assurance Society of The United States
Executive Accounting Service




Finney's Action Air -
First National Fixtu~e Corp.
Flame-Out Fire Equipment Service
Food Flavors Company
Four Seasons Design & Remodeling Center
Freedom Books & Gifts
Frye Chevrolet Sales & Service_
G & G Caterging Service
Galloway Petroleum Consultants
Geisler, Steven R. (MD)
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102. Getty Gas Gathering, Inc.
103. Glidden Paint & Wallcovering Store
104. Goodyear Auto Tires--Karl's
105. Government Employee's Credit Union
106. Graphics Systems, Inc.
107. Greenqill Nursery & Landscaping
108. Grunke, Helen (Real Estate)
109. Wesley Clinic
110. Hahn Architectural Services
111. Hamblin, Rodney D. (Optomotrist)
112. Hanson's Millwork & Lumber, Inc.
113. Harrison, Jeff L. (Architect)
114. Hawkins, R. Kell Agency, Inc.
115. Health Knead Bakery & Bread Co.
116. Heidebrecht & Howell (CPA)
117. Hershberger, Patterson, Jones & Roth (Attornies)
118. Higgins Brothers (Contractors)
119. Hobby Lobby Creative Center
120. Holmes Freight Lines, Inc.
121. Hooper Holmes, Inc.
122. Howard E~ectronics
123. Hunt Trash Service
124. Ic& Maker Specialists
125. Industrial Supply Products, Inc.
126. Internal Medicine Associates, PA
127. Irlandi, James J. Consultant Services
128. JTPA Employment & Training
129. Jantz & Associates
130. Jesse's Coins & Baseball Cards
131. John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co.
132. Johnson's Garderi Centers
133. Jorban-Riscoe A~~ociates, Inc.
134. K G Men's Store
135. Kamen Wiping Materials Co., Inc.
136. Kansas Credit Investigation Co.
137. Kansas-Oklahoma Machine Tools, Inc.
138. Kaplan, McMillan & Harris Y
139. Kelley & Dawson Service
140. Kentucky Fried Chicken General Office & Catering
141. King, £har~es, F. (CPA)
142. Klafta, Lebnard A. (MD)
143. Koch Construction Co.
144. Krehbiel, Jeff Associates
145. L & M Shocks & Trailer Hitches
146. Lamplighter Club
147. Larry's Trailer Service
148. Leadersystems
149. L'Eggs Products
150. Liberty Mutual Insurance Group
151. Litco, Inc.
152. Long, Rebecca & Associates
153. Ludeman Insulation & Supply, Inc.
154. M K & W Supply Co.

























































Manning-Clampitt Meat & Chile Co.
Marketing & Consultant Services
Mast, Bill G. Chartered
Maxine's
McCormack-Payton Sotrage & Moving Co., Inc.





Mid-Kansas Therapy Services, Inc.
Midwest Marking Products
Miller & Cleary
Mishler, G. Charles (CFP)
Mohr, Eric Printing Service
Moody Heating & Air Conditioning
Morris-Owen Associates
Muellers Flowers
Murphy, R. Michael (OD)
Nail's Auto Service, Inc.
National Safety Services
Network, Inc.
Nichols Honda Suzuki & Yamaha





P B I Plasma Center
Paper Plus
Parks & Parks Architects
Pawnee Industries, ~nc.
Penn, Ben Company (Mfrs. Agts.)
Peterson, Peterson, & Goss
Phillips 66 Training Center
Pioneer Aluminum, Inc.




Primeline Financial Group, Inc.
Professional Air Conditioning Service, Inc.
Psychiatric Service
Quest Research & Development
R & C Professional Services
Railroad Savings Bank FSB
Ravenscraft Implement, Inc.
Redco Reeves Engineering Development Co.
Reid's Radiator Repair
Rental World, Inc.





210. Roscoe Ad Agency
211. Rubber Belting & Hose Supply, Inc.
212. Rusty Eck Ford, Inc.
213. Sabolich Prosthetic Center of Wichita
214. St. Fr~ncis Regional Medical Center
215. St. Jo~eph.Medical Credit Union
216. Salyer, Ivan P. Jr. (CPA)
217. Savage, Savage, & Brown, Inc.
218. Schoen's Fashions
219. Scizzory, The
220. Sears Telecatalog Center
221. Sedgwick County Dept. On Aging
222. Service Body Shop
223. Shaklee Back to Basics
224. Shepler's Western Wear
225 .. Shrader, C. Eric, (MD)
226. Simpson & Associates
227. Slavenburg's Painting & Wallcovering
228. Smith Organ Co.
229. Soil Con$ervation Service
230. South Wichita Family Medicine
231. Southwestern Electrical Co., Inc.
232. Spe~tacle Shoppe, Inc., The
233. Squires Service
234. Steak & Ale Restaurants
235. Steps Pennington Independent Living Service
236. Stone Sales Co., The
237. Sub & Stuff Sandwich Shop
238. Sun Supply Co.
239. Superior School Supplies
240. Swiss-Burger Brapd Meat Company
241. Taco-Tico, Inc ..
242. Ted Sheahon Co.
243. That Country Feeling
244. Thomas Furniture
245. Tiede's Line Construction Ii' '' '
246. Tomlinson's Custom Woodworking & Refinishing
247. Town West Square
248. Tri-Mar Prqduct, Inc.
249. Turner--Th~ Tax Wise Professionals
250. U S Aviation Underwriters, Inc.
251. Union Pacific Railroad Company
252. United Steel Workers of America
253. Unruh Professional Automotive Service
254. Valley Hope Outpatient Alcohol & Drug Addiction
Treatment Center
255. Venture Material & Supply Co., Inc.
256. Viking Resources
257. WEI Markings
258. Wallis, Clarence Insurance
259. Water & Sewer Dept.--Wichita
260. Weaver Manufacturing, Inc.
261. Welex A. Haliburton Co.
262. Wesley United Methodist Church
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263. Western Testing Co., Inc.
264. Weyerhaeuser Company Marketing
265. Wich-Craft Institutional Maintenance Supply
266. Wichita Christian Center
267. Wichita Coca-Cola Bottling Company
268. Wichita Federal Savings
269. Wichita Lawn Sprinkler, Inc.
270. Wichita Nephrology Group
271. Wichita Outdoor Power
272. Wichita Racquet & Swim Club With ~itness by Health
Strategies
273. Wichita State University Activities Office
274. Wichita Steel Fabricators, Inc.
275. Wil-Ken Enterprises, Inc.
276. Williams, Thomas A (DVM)
277. Windshield Shop, A
278. Windsor Communities
279. Women's Health Care-West
280. Worry Free Enterprise Services
281. Yoder, Donald D. (Podiatrist)
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